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For your diary

Fast facts from the Beijing
Review, June 2019

Yum cha lunch

▪

Our function for June will be a yum cha lunch at the
Scholar Restaurant, Dickson, on Saturday 22 June at
12.00. A fixed price meal has been arranged at a cost of
$27 per person. Please book by emailing
acfsevent@gmail.com by17 June.


Curated tour at the National Museum

▪

There will be a curated tour of the exhibition of
calligraphy and painting from the National Museum of
China in Beijing for members and friends at the National
Museum on Wednesday 24 July at 2.00pm. Please book
by emailing acfsevent@gmail.com by17 July.


The impact of the Sino−U.S. “new Cold
War” on domestic Chinese politics
ANU China Seminar Series

▪

Speaker: Willy Lam
Venue: Auditorium, China in the World Building
(188), Fellows Lane, ANU
Date: Friday, 14 June, 2019 - 16:00 to 17:30
President Xi Jinping, “the core leader,” “highest
commander,” and “the people’s path-finder,” faces the
worst political crisis of his career having been seen as
unable to handle President Trump’s fusillades. While the
“chairman of everything” remains in the media limelight,
Xi faces internal opposition from different sections of the
party. Criticism has come from princelings close to Deng
Xiaoping who have blasted Xi for abandoning the Great
Reformer’s liberalization dicta. Relatively pro-market
State Council bureaucrats are unhappy about Xi
concentrating decision-making powers within several
leading party organs. Private businesspeople have
lambasted Xi for boosting the monopolistic powers of the
state-owned enterprises. Intellectuals and civil-society
groups have complained about Xi’s resuscitation of Mao’s
“one voice chamber.” An examination of how Xi is
handling these disparate challenges will throw light on
the trajectory of China’s political development: Will an
embattled Xi take even more authoritarian steps to
crush his enemies? Or will the “Mao Zedong of the 21st
Century” be forced to adopt more flexible if not liberal
policies on both the domestic and foreign fronts?
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▪

▪

In May China added many
fentanyl-related substances to its
list of controlled narcotic drugs.
Previously 25 fentanyl analogues
and 2 precursors were on the
list. Including all fentanyl-like
substances on to the controlled
list will provide a solid legal basis
for the crackdown on fentanyl
related crimes.
At the end of 2018 there were
163,800 senior homes and
elderly care facilities in China,
with 7.46 million beds.
Authorities have been
implementing measures to
accelerate the development of
the elderly care services
industry, the elderly care market
will be fully opened by 2020. At
the end on 2018 48% of elderly
care institutions were privately
owned. Community based
institutions were available in all
cities and over half of rural areas
across China by the end of last
year.
The government secured
guardianship of 780,000
unattended left-behind children
between 2013 and 2018. Leftbehind children are those whose
parents are migrant workers in
town of cities leaving their
children ether unattended or in
the care of relatives or
neighbours.
Customs data showed 5
operations to crackdown on trash
smuggling in 2018 resulted in
customs seizing 1.55 million tons
of illegal waste imports. In
March this year nearly 1,000
officers took part in an operation
that arrested 115 suspects and
seized over 300,000 tons of
trash.
Last year, new energy vehicles
(NEV) sales increased 62% to
1.26 million units according to
the China Association of
Automotive Manufacturers.

Thanks to Neil Birch for
compiling these.

About the speaker: With 40 years of experience writing and researching
about China, Willy Lam is a recognized expert on areas including the
Chinese Communist Party, elite politics, foreign policy, the People’s
Liberation Army, and Chinese economic and political reforms. Dr Lam is
an Adjunct Professor at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Centre for
China Studies, History Department and the Master’s Program in Global
Political Economy). He is also a Senior Fellow at Jamestown Foundation, a
foreign-policy think tank in Washington D.C.
The veteran Sinologist has published seven books on China, including
Routledge Handbook of the Chinese Communist Party (Routledge,
London, 2018); Chinese Politics in the Era of Xi Jinping (Routledge,
London, 2015); Chinese Politics in the Hu Jintao Era (M.E. Sharpe, New
York, 2006); and The Era of Jiang Zemin (Prentice Hall, Singapore & New
York, 1999). Dr Lam’s The Fight for China’s Future: Civil Society versus
the Chinese Communist Party will be published by Routledge in July
2019.
Before the seminar: All attendees are invited to join us in the CIW Tea
House from 3.30pm for an informal discussion with the guest speaker
before the seminar.


Committee news, May 2019 meeting
The committee met at the ‘Beijing House’ restaurant, Hawker, for its May
2019 meeting. Luckily our Treasurer was on the ball and reminded us all
of the meeting (held on the Reconciliation Day long weekend Monday)
when we received his Treasurer’s report! Think we would all have
preferred to stay in our cosy homes on such a blustery night, however,
the good conversation and delicious meal after the meeting made up for
it.
Carol provided an update on her catch up with Mr Yang, Cultural
Counsellor and also with the new Chinese language teachers network
coordinator. Amongst the many bits of discussion, Mr Yang and Carol
have been firming up arrangements and logistics for a tree planting
ceremony at the Beijing Garden – this is envisioned for November 2019.
Carol spoke with both Mr Yang and the Chinese network coordinator
about plans for the Panda Competition and School awards – the
presentation ceremony for the school awards will be earlier this year, in
August, and the Panda competition in November.
We are finalizing the acquittal of the Lantern Festival Grant and all
performance groups should now have received a payment.
The trip to Braidwood mid May, mostly organized by our committee
member, Alex was a resounding success and enjoyed by all. Our only
thought on things to remember for other such events in the future was to
clarify if a venue requires a bulk payment or whether individual payment
is in order.
A delicious menu has been organized for our June yum cha lunch at The
Scholar restaurant in Dickson. We hope you are able to enjoy the event.
There is still an opportunity to join the Horticultural tour to China later
this year. Please refer to the details in the newsletter.
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We ended our meeting with a most delicious meal – I particularly enjoyed
the dumplings and of course my all time favourite – the dry chilli beef.
Stay rugged up!
Your Secretary, Tanja


Tour to visit the International Horticultural Expo in
Yanqing, Beijing, 28 August – 12 September 2019
The ACT Branch of ACFS is organising a tour, using China Travel Service
(Aust) Pty Ltd in Sydney, to visit the International Horticultural Expo
being held in Yanqing County, Beijing.
The tour will also visit Chengde, the former imperial summer residence,
one of our Project Hope Schools, and other historic, culturally significant
places in the area around Beijing that are not on the usual tourist trail.
The group will be limited to 16 persons.
The cost of the tour will depend on the number of participants. If we
have 16 it will be $3666 and if we only have 12 it will be $3961 per
person on a twin share basis.
There is a possible vacancy for a single man to share a room: contact
Carol if you are interested.
Single room supplement:$1090pp
A deposit of $500 is required to secure a place on the tour.
The tour leader will be Carol Keil.
If you are interested in coming would you please let me know so we can
get an idea of numbers and to make a booking please contact Carol on
cjkeil@proforte.com.au ph 62478231 or 0417 041148
Inclusions:
* Hotel Accommodation
* Breakfast, lunch and dinner except Day 13
* Transfers, tours, including admission fees
* Airfares including taxes and fuel surcharges
* Local guide
* Tipping

Exclusions
* Visa fee
* Travel insurance
* Travel to/from Sydney
* Personal expenses

Extension of time: It will be possible to vary your return date but you
must indicate this on the booking form and you will be contacted with a
quote.
The complete itinerary is available as a separate document, upon
request.


University in Qingdao seeks English teachers
The China University of Petroleum (www.upc.edu.cn) has several
vacancies for English teachers to start in September 2019. Preferred age
between 28−55; must have at least a Bachelor’s Degree; basic salary
Y7,000 per month plus allowances and accommodation.
For more information please contact Alex Olah on 0490 660 738. My wife
and I taught at UPC (until July 2016) for six years and found it a very
rewarding experience.
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Panda Competition 2019
The Panda Competition is conducted every year by the Australia China
Friendship Society and is open to students from Pre-schools, Primary schools
and High schools in the ACT and Queanbeyan. Society members' children
and grandchildren are encouraged to enter the competition.
The topic for this year’s competition is:
Ancient Chinese Inventions

China is noted for many inventions in the ancient world. The four major
inventions are papermaking, printing, gunpowder and the compass but
there are many other others as well such as: the umbrella, porcelain, tea
production, silk, kites, banknotes and the Chinese junk.
Students are asked to creatively focus on an aspect of this topic. This can
be through a drawing or, painting, creative works such as a collage or 3dimensional construction, an essay, poem, or other creative individual
effort, appropriate to the student’s age and school grade. Pre-school and
year 1 and 2 students can also enter colouring in. If the entry is in
mandarin an English translation must be provided. The entry should be the
work of a single student. If a joint entry for more than 1 student is
submitted only a single prize will be provided.
Only original entries will be accepted: photocopies or scanned copies will
not be considered.
Conditions of entry are:
•
Drawings and combination drawing/words are preferred on A3 paper.
•
Sculptures or collages must have a footprint no larger than an A3
sheet
•
Essays are to be no more than one A4 page.
•
One entry per student. (Entry must be the work of only that student.)
All entries must have the following information provided on or with
the entry or they will be ineligible:
School name:
Teacher’s name
Student Name (First name plus Surname)
Gender

Boy / Girl

Age of student
School Year
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Entries must be received by 5pm Sunday 29 September 2019
Entries should be sent to:

The Secretary (Panda Competition)
Australia China Friendship Society
PO Box 530
Civic Square ACT 2608

Judging of the entries will take place early in the school holidays and
presentation of prizes will be on a date to be advised. When sending in an
entry please include a phone and email contact address so that we
can contact you with the names of the winners and details of the awards
ceremony. If you are posting your entry please email acfsact@gmail.com
so that we can ensure it has arrived.
For further information about the competition or, if you would like to deliver
your entry, please email acfsact@gmail.com


ACFS group visit to Braidwood
On Sunday 19 May 2019 a group of 24 members of ACFS visited the
historic town of Braidwood, about 100km east of Canberra.
Our first stop was the Braidwood Museum
(www.braidwoodmuseum.org.au). Local historian John Stahel focused on
the Chinese artefacts in the Museum’s collection.
British farmers first settled the Braidwood District in the 1820s and a
small pastoral community developed. Gold was discovered in October
1851 and a gold-rush ensued. The first Chinese arrived in 1859 and the
number eventually grew to over 1,000. Most were miners, while others
established market gardens and shops.
John said that the leaders of the Chinese community, such as Quong Tart
and the Nomchong brothers, worked well with the locals and had a
positive impact on the District’s commercial life; apparently there was
little racial conflict.

The building which now houses the
Braidwood Museum started life as the Royal
Hotel in 1845. It has an interesting
collection.

Historian John Stahel showed us artefacts such
as this wonderful wedding dress worn by Mary
Nomchong when she married in 1877. It is one
of the Museum’s prized possessions.
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After lunch in, the group visited Millpond Farm (www.millpond.com.au), 12
kms from Braidwood on the Major’s Creek Road. The owner, Antony
Davies, showed us the renovated Flour Mill built in 1859, which now
houses the Wheatfield Gallery. Antony also has an impressive collection of
old cars and carriages.

Our last stop of the day was Bedervale House (www.bedervale.com) on the outskirts
of Braidwood. Bedervale is a heritage-listed colonial era homestead built in 1842 by
a rich pastoralist. The owner, Sonia Horan, showed us around.

The group was taken on a tour of Bedervale
House.

The front of Bedervale House, built in 1842.
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After afternoon tea at
Bedervale House, the
group returned to
Canberra. We were
blessed with wonderful
autumn weather. And so
ended a most interesting
and enjoyable excursion.
Alex Olah
Photos by Alex Olah and
Carol Keil



Letter from Zhanjiang

A home of our own 1 – the search
Over recent years here in China, there has been much talk about and
frequent reference to The Chinese Dream. While this ‘Dream’ seems less
specific than what most Australians would define as the Great Australian
Dream, a major component of The Chinese Dream involves prosperity and
national glory. And, for most Chinese people, a sure indicator of prosperity
is the abode they own and call home. In contrast to what most Australians
consider a home – a house and garden – for most Chinese people the
dream of a home conjures up thoughts of a modern apartment in a
desirable neighbourhood.
For my wife and I, a great stride towards part of our Chinese Dream, or
perhaps Sino-Australian dream, began a couple of years back. We decided
it would be a fun to own our own home here in Zhanjiang, a place that
would suit our lifestyles and that we could really enjoy living in. So, we
began a leisurely search for an apartment to buy – a process so very
different to searching for a home to buy in Australia.
The vast majority of apartments available (or ‘on the market’) in up-andcoming Chinese cities like Zhanjiang are brand new apartments, and
almost all of these are located within complexes or communities set in
private, gated compounds. Usually, these complexes are quite large and
comprise several high-rise apartment towers – sometimes as many as 25
or more – that are constructed and marketed by a single company. Inside,
such gated complexes resemble private parkland, usually beautifully
landscaped, often with swimming pools and also other recreational
facilities. This is a major difference to apartment developments in
Australia, where a single apartment building or tower is the norm.
With hundreds or even several thousand apartments to be marketed in the
one complex (one of the larger ones currently under development in
central Zhanjiang includes over 6,000 apartments), developers typically
set up salubrious marketing centres, often with mock-ups of actual
apartment layouts and ‘concept’ interiors. The advantage of such
marketing centres, from the buyer’s perspective, is that they’re open 7
days a week; prospective buyers don’t have to worry about synchronising
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their schedules
to meet agents
or catch narrow
windows
provided by
‘open house’ or
set public
inspection times.
Another major
difference
between buying
a new apartment
in China and
buying a new
house or
apartment in Australia, is that new apartments in China are generally sold
with an unfinished interior. That is, when one gets ‘possession’ of a new
abode, what you get is just a bare concrete shell on the inside – all the
internal walls, exterior windows and exterior doors are in place but there
are no interior fittings, doors, lights or even plumbing. This has huge
advantages: one has a complete blank canvas (with certain constraints),
and you’re able to fit it out and decorate it exactly as you like. And, here in
China, there are now numerous companies that specialise in ‘interior
decoration’ of new apartments, including companies that provide complete
packages of interior design combined with the physical fit-out and
decoration work.
But back to our own search; whilst we didn’t have strict criteria, we did
have some guidelines including: a large living area, enough bedrooms so
we could have multiple friends come and stay, a large balcony to enjoy
outdoor living, an expansive view (not just looking directly into other
buildings), and a range of other considerations including aspect, location
and accessibility. We also thought carefully about the quality of the
management of the apartment complex and building – the last thing we
wanted was to invest in an apartment within a complex that would go to
wrack and ruin. In the course of our apartment hunting quest, we also
looked at some second-hand apartments and saw some apartment
complexes that seemed to have quite poor management and maintenance.
Over the course of many months,
my wife and I visited over 30
marketing centres for apartment
complexes and inspected endless
actual apartments and apartment
mock-ups, as well as looking at
numerous second hand (finished)
apartments. Of course, this involved
us listening to endless marketing
pitches. At one development, which
was to include a sizeable attached
retail development, a hopeful agent
seemed more intent on expounding
the virtues of the ever so
convenient retail opportunities, set
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to include McDonalds, KFC and other popular brands. This left me wanting
to ask: “so if we were to buy a place here, could McDonalds send our
orders up to our apartment”? Room service provided by McDonalds?! How
slothful one might become. Needless to say, we weren’t so taken by that
apartment complex.
Our long and fascinating search ended back in late-2016 when we found a
4-bedroom apartment featuring a large balcony in well-managed complex
close to the geographical centre of Zhanjiang, and just opposite one of the
city’s largest parks. Being on the top floor of a 32-storey building, I like to
think of it as the penthouse apartment. But here in China, top floor
apartments don’t usually command such ‘penthouse cache’; in fact, they’re
usually slightly cheaper than those a floor or two below. The building
where our apartment is located is just one of 12 buildings in our complex
and the gated compound containing these buildings is beautifully
landscaped grounds and comes complete with a large swimming pool, a
basketball court, an underground carpark and many other facilities.
Once we reached an agreement to buy our apartment, the process of
finalising the sale and settling the deal was surprisingly relaxed; there was
no rush to settle and complete payment within 30 days or so like in
Australia. After having paid a modest deposit, it was well over 6 months
before the purchase was settled and we could actually start on the interior
fit-out and decoration. This relaxed timing suited us really well; we were in
no rush to finalise payment as we wanted time to both think carefully
about the design and to save-up to pay for the interior decoration work.
With our search over, we quickly turned our thoughts and energy to the
bare interior of our new apartment. So begun our next big quest: to
design and fit-out the interior in our new abode; a fascinating storey in
itself that’s best saved for another instalment of this Letter from
Zhanjiang.
Roger Arnold
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Xi Leads Green Development As World's Largest
Horticultural Expo Opens
China changes from a participant in global green development to a
contributor and leader
Beijing Review 2019-04-29 · Source: Xinhua News Agency
Declaring the opening of the world's largest international horticultural exhibition
in Beijing on April 28, Chinese President Xi Jinping expressed his hope that the
green development concept embodied by the expo park would be spread to
"every corner of the world."
The International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing is the highest-level and
largest international fair held in China after the International Horticultural
Exhibition held in the southwestern city of Kunming in 1999, the 2010 Shanghai
World Expo and the first China International Import Expo in 2018.
The 2019 Beijing expo indicates that China has changed from a participant in
global green development to a contributor and leader, said Wu Shunze, an
expert with the Ministry of Ecology and Environment. "The development model
of 'killing the hens for eggs' and 'draining the lake for fish' is at a dead end," Xi
said in his speech at the opening ceremony of the expo. "The future will be
illuminated by eco-friendly development that is in accordance with the rules of
nature."
Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, ecological
civilization has been placed in the country's "five-sphere" integrated plan and
"four-pronged" comprehensive strategy. "China's ecological civilization
development is on fast track. People will live in a better environment with blue
sky, green mountains and clear water," Xi said. "We should protect the
ecological environment like protecting our eyes and value it in the same way we
value our lives."
"Only with concerted efforts can we effectively deal with global environmental
issues such as climate change, marine pollution and biological protection and
achieve the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development goals,"
he said. He put forward a five-point initiative: pursuing harmony between
human and nature, prosperity based on green development, a passion for
nature-caring lifestyles, a scientific spirit in ecological governance and joint
efforts to tackle environmental challenges.
The Beijing expo brings together more countries than any past expo in the
horticultural industry, said Bernard Oosterom, president of the International
Association of Horticultural Producers, at the opening ceremony. "China has led
the way in promoting green development. It is clear that the Chinese
government supports ecologically sensitive development in order to create a
'Beautiful China,'" he said.
A study published in February using data from NASA satellites showed that of
all the newly-added green leaf areas between 2000 and 2017, about 25 percent
was in China, the largest contribution. China also contributed the biggest share
to the global reduction of the use of ozone-depleting substances, accounting for
more than half of the total reduction by developing countries.

The Beijing horticultural expo, themed "Live Green, Live Better," is one of
the major international events hosted by China in 2019, which marks the
70th anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China. A total
of 110 countries and international organizations will attend the 162-day
event.
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form
Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year. The
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.
Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608 are:
Single $20 Family $35 Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25
Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................
Address……………………………………………………………………..……
……………………………………………….………… Postcode ……………
Email………………………………………………………………………………
Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………
Renewal

New Member

Australia China Friendship Society
PO Box 530
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608 AUSTRALIA

ACT Branch Bulletin
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Direct Credit Details:
Beyond Bank
BSB: 325-185
A/C No. 03411481
A/C Name: ACFS ACT
Branch Inc
Ref: Your name

